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1. Introduction
The aim of the following Technical Information is to notify the sales network and customers that, with immediate implementation, the orders for VD4 series fitted with EL actuator, 12-17.5 kV rated voltage, withdrawable version, pole distance 150 mm will be loaded and delivered with a shorter umbilical cord for the connection of secondary circuits.
The new length of cord is 450 mm (against previous one 630 mm); on request it is possible to provide the aforementioned versions with 630 mm length.
Please highlight this request by filling-in the box “7” in the Order Form (optional accessories section).

2. Product
This Technical Commercial Information applies to the following series of circuit breakers:

a) VD4/P 12..17.5 kV, 630 ..1250 A, 16 .. 31.5 kA p.150

The shortening of the cord length has been necessary to make easier the bending of umbilical cord and the insertion of CB p.150 mm in ABB UniGear ZS1.2 panel (width 650 mm) and in ABB cassette PowerCube PB1 (width 600 mm).

3. Price lists
Please refer to the VD4 series price list.
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4. Availability
The cord of length 450 mm is in mass production already.

5. Sales support tools
Please see Order Form attached to this Technical Commercial Information.
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